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Abstract 
Assmus Jr, E.F., On the Reed-Muller codes, Discrete Mathematics 106/107 (1992) 25-33. 
We give a brief but complete account of all the essential facts concerning the Reed-Muller and 
punctured Reed-Muller codes. The treatment is new and includes an easy, direct proof of the 
fact that the punctured Reed-Muller codes are the codes of the projective geometries over the 
binary field. We also establish the existence of two short exact sequences that lead to new 
proofs that the minimum-weight vectors of the Reed-Muller and punctured Reed-Muller 
codes are the incidence vectors of the appropriate geometric objects. 
1. Introduction 
In an attempt to understand generalized Reed-Muller codes and their 
relationship with the designs arising from affine and projective spaces K.J. Rose 
and I were led to a re-examination of Reed-Muller codes and, in the process, 
have uncovered a new treatment of these important codes. I wish here to sketch 
this treatment to honor Jack van Lint on the occasion of his 60th birthday. For a 
discussion of the application of the new ideas to generalized Reed-Muller codes 
the reader may wish to consult [l, Chapter 51 and for a complete account of the 
entire matter [3]. A traditional treatment can be found in [2]. 
Our point of view is geometric and it is the passage from projective space to 
affine space-i.e., the deletion of a hyperplane at infinity-that yields two exact 
sequences that are at the heart of our treatment. This passage is quite transparent 
when working over the binary field and thus the proofs in the binary case are 
rather easy; for generalized Reed-Muller codes-and especially for those given 
by nonprime fields-the proofs are more involved. But the exact sequences lie at 
the heart of that discussion also. 
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2. Notation and background 
Throughout F will denote 
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the binary field. Let W be a vector space of _. 
dimension m over F. Set $3 = FW, the vector space over F of all functions from W 
to F. The dimension of 93 is, of course, 2” and addition and scalar multiplication 
are the obvious ones. We write x or w for a typical vector in W. Every vector in $33 
can be viewed as a characteristic function of a subset of W and if X is such a 
subset we write vx for the characteristic function of X. Thus, v”(w) = 1 if and 
only if w E X. These functions, that is the elements of the vector space .3, may 
also be conveniently thought of as Boolean functions as we next explain. 
The function space $33 will be the ambient space for the Reed-Muller codes. In 
order to define codes in 93 = FW we must choose a basis. We make the standard 
choice, the characteristic functions of the elements of W; thus W parametrizes the 
coordinate places of the codes. Viewing W as F” it too has a standard basis, 
wl, w2, . . . , w,, where 
w, = (0, 0, . . . , 1, 0, . . . ) 0). 
< 
I 
Then any f E FW can be given as a function of m Boolean variables corresponding 
to the m coordinates of W; writing the vector x E W as 
m 
X = (X1, X2, . . . f X,) = C XiWj, 
i=l 
f =f(x,, x2,. . . ? x,). The ‘polynomial’ xi is, for example, the linear functional 
taking the value 1 at Wi and the value 0 at the other standard basis elements of 
F”. 
The sum and product of these polynomial functions of the m Boolean variables 
correspond to the usual logical interpretations of the Boolean functions: 
‘exclusive or’ and ‘and’. In particular, if the Boolean functions f and g are the 
characteristic functions of X and Y, then fg is the characteristic function of 
X il Y. Observe that we are deliberately confusing the polynomial form of the 
function with its name and this means that the same function will have many 
names. Thus x: = xi for each i, and we obtain all the monomial functions via the 
2”’ monomial functions, 4 = {xE’x,‘Z. . . x2 ( czi = 0 or 1; i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, where 
we write 1 for the constant function x’&g * * * x”, with value 1 at all points of W; as 
a code vector in 93 it is the all-one vector J. The linear combinations over F of 
these 2” monomials give all the polynomial functions, since we can reduce any 
polynomial in the xi modulo xf - xi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , m. In fact, these polynomial 
functions give all of 3 since the set A4 of 2”’ monomials forms another basis for 
the vector space 93; the following lemma indicates how each of the standard basis 
elements of 53, namely the characteristic functions of the vectors in W, is given as 
a polynomial-i.e., as a sum of elements of At. Here we slightly abuse our 
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notation, letting w stand also for the singleton subset {w}; thus bw is that function 
on W that takes the value 1 at w and the value zero otherwise. 
Lemmal. SetK={l,2 ,..., m}. Forw=(wl,W2 ,..., w,,,)EWletZ={iEKI 
wi = l}. Then 
21”=~ (X&+l+W&)’ C nXj. 
k=l KaJzI jtJ 
The proof is simple: the first polynomial is clearly the characteristic function of 
the vector W; and the expansion of this product is easily seen to be the sum on the 
right. 
For a subset X of W we sometimes refer to uX as the incidence vector of 
X-especially when X is a geometric object. For example, the incidence vector of 
the hyperplane, X1 + X3 = 0, of W = F” is the polynomial function 1 + x, +x3. 
Here is the standard definition of the Reed-Muller codes. 
Definition 1. Let W = F”, equipped with the standard basis and coordinate 
functions xi, and let r be an integer with 0 G r s m. The Reed-Muller code of 
order r, denoted by %!(r, m), is that subspace of FW consisting of all polynomial 
functions in the Xi of total degree at most r. 
Since JU is a basis for the vector space 93, %(r, m) has as a basis the following 
set of monomials: 
As an immediate consequence of the definition and the remark just made, we 
have the following. 
Theorem 1. The dimension of the Reed-Muller code of order r is (‘$) + (7) + 
(3 + * . . + (7). 
In particular, dim(%(l, m)) = 1 + m. The trivial cases include %(O, m) = FI, 
.CP?(m, m) = B and the code %(m - 1, m), which is of codimension one in FW and 
equal to the even-weight subcode or (F])l-an immediate consequence of our 
next result. 
0.5 
Proposition 1. For any m 3 1 and any r such that 0 s r < m, 9?(r, m)l = %(m - 
r - 1, m). 
Proof. Let f E .%Z(m - r - 1, m) and g E 9?(r, m). Then f is a polynomial in the xi 
of degree at most m - r - 1 and g is a polynomial of degree at most r. Thus the 
product fg has degree at most m - 1 and hence fg E S?.(m - 1, rn)” Since, by the 
lemma, all vectors of weight 1 are given by polynomials of degree m, all vectors 
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of odd weight are also, there being only one monomial of degree m. Hence fg has 
even weight and, since the inner product (f, g) is simply the weight of fg modulo 
2, it is zero. Thus 
S?Jr, m)* 2 3?@2 - r - 1, m) 
and, since the dimensions are equal, %!(r, rn)l = %(m - r - 1, m). 0 
It follows that all the Reed-Muller codes except S(m, m) = $3 consist of 
even-weight vectors. 
In the next section we will see the connection between the Reed-Muller codes 
and the codes of the designs of points and flats in affine spaces over F. The codes 
of the analogous designs from projective spaces over F arise as so-called 
punctured Reed-Muller codes. Puncturing simply means dropping a coordinate 
or, what is the same thing, projecting FW onto FW* where W* denotes, in this 
case, all the nonzero vectors of W. 
Definition 2. For 0 c r < m the punctured Reed-Muller code of order r, denoted 
by %(r, m)*, is the code obtained from S(r, m) by puncturing at the vector 
OEW. 
Since we have demanded, when puncturing, that r <m, the Reed-Muller 
codes in question consist of even-weight vectors and hence one retrieves the 
Reed-Muller code from the punctured code by adding an overall parity check.’ 
Moreover, Theorem 1 yields immediately the dimensions. 
Corollary 1. The punctured Reed-Muller code of order r has dimension (7) + 
(‘;) +. . . + (7). 
We have so far simply recalled the traditional definitions and simple results of 
the subject. We turn next to the geometric relationships. 
3. Reed-Muller codes and geometries 
Recall that if W is a vector space then the affine geometry associated with W, 
AG(W), has as points the vectors in W and as so-called r-flats the translates of 
the r-dimensional subspaces of W with incidence being set-theoretic inclusion. 
Two r-flats are parallel if they are translates of the same r-dimensional subspace. 
The projective geometry of W, PG(W), has as points the l-dimensional 
subspaces of W, as lines the 2-dimensional subspaces and, in general, the 
’ One could puncture at any vector of W and get an isomorphic code since the set of polynomial 
functions is invariant under translation in W; i.e., if f is a polynomial in the x,‘s then so is g where 
g =f(x, + WI, . 8 x, + w,,,) for any vector w = (w,, , w,,,) E W. The translations clearly preserve 
the degree and hence the Reed-Muller codes. 
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r-dimensional linear geometric objects-dimension being taken in the projective 
sense-are given by the (r + 1)-dimensional subspaces of W, incidence once again 
being set-theoretic inclusion. 
The set of vectors W is the point set for any ‘design’ defined from an affine 
geometry AG(W). The designs we have in mind are those given by the collection 
of r-flats for some fixed r. The binary code of such a design consists simply of that 
subspace of FW generated by the incidence vectors of the r-flats. 
Similarly, the designs from the projective geometry PG(W) all have point set 
W* = W - (0). The fact that the projective points are simply the nonzero vectors 
of W is peculiar to the binary case. The designs we have in mind here are those 
given by the r-dimensional projective subspaces, in other words an element of the 
design is the set of nonzero vectors of an (r + 1)-dimensional subspace of Wand the 
binary code of such a design is, once again, the code generated by the incidence 
vectors; this code has FW* as its ambient space. In this section we prove that the 
binary codes of these designs are the Reed-Muller and punctured Reed-Muller 
codes and determine the minimum weights and the minimum-weight vectors. 
Consider the generating elements of %!(r, m): the polynomial xi as a codeword 
has value 1 at a point x in W if and only if the vector x has a 1 in the coordinate 
position i. Thus 1 + Xi = uH, where H is the hyperplane with the equation Xi = 0. 
Also, xi is the characteristic function of the complement of this hyperplane, i.e., 
the (m - 1)-flat with equation Xi = 1. Similarly, (1 + xi)(l + xi), for i Zj, is the 
characteristic function of the intersection of two hyperplanes, viz. a subspace of 
dimension m - 2. In general, all the elements of Ju are the incidence vectors of 
flats in the affine geometry and %(r, m) is spanned by the incidence vectors of 
these particular (nz -$)-flats, for 0 s s < r. In order to show that %!(r, m) is the 
binary code of the design of points and (m - r)-flats of AG,(F), we need to show 
that the incidence vectors given by all the (m - r)-flats span .%(r, m). Notice that 
we already have this result for the first-order Reed-Muller codes, since the linear 
equations certainly define (m - 1)-flats and, furthermore, 9(1, m) has precisely 
2(2” - 1) such vectors, the number of (m - 1)-flats in AG,(F). Thus, if Se is the 
affine design of points and (m - 1)-flats, we have that %(l, m) = C(d), where 
C(a) simply denotes the binary code of the design, that is the code generated by 
the incidence vectors of the (m - 1)-flats. Observe also that the minimum weight 
of %(l, m) is 2”-’ and that the minimum-weight vectors are precisely the 
incidence vectors of the generating (m - 1)-flats. The general case is almost as 
easy. First of all we have that the flats are in the Reed-Muller code. 
Proposition 2. The incidence vectors of the (M - r)-flats of AG,(F) are all in 
%(I, m). 
Proof. Any (m - r)-flat T in AG,(F) consists of all the vectors (points of the 
affine space) x = (x1, x2, . . . , x,) that satisfy r linear equations, 
2 aiiXi = bi, for i = 1, 2, , . . , r, 
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where all aij and b; are in F. The polynomial, 
Ij ($ ‘ijxj + bi + 1)~ 
has degree at most r and thus is in %(r, m). Moreover it is clearly the 
characteristic function, r~ ‘, i.e., the incidence vector of T. Cl 
Now observe that the incidence vector of any (t + l)-flat is the sum of the 
incidence vectors of two parallel t-flats contained in it and thus the binary code of 
the design of points and (m - r)-flats contains, by a trivial induction, the 
incidence vector of every (m - s)-flat for 0 <s < r and hence the code of this 
design is %(r, m). We reverse the roles of r and m - r and state this formally as 
follows. 
Theorem 2. The binary code of the design of points and r-flats of the afine 
geometry AG,(F), where 0 s r urn, is the Reed-Muller code B(m - r, m). 
Corollary 2. The binary code of the design of points and r-flats of AG,(F) has 
dimension (y) + (T) + - . . + (m’Y! r). 
Now the incidence vectors of the r-flats are vectors of weight 2’ in S(m - r, 
m), but are there others ? Not only is the answer ‘no’, but, as we shall soon 
prove, these vectors are the minimum-weight vectors of %(m - r, m). 
Before doing so, however, we introduce a new element into the discussion and 
depart from the traditional treatment by showing directly that the binary code of 
the design of points and r-dimensional subspaces of PG,_,(F) is S%!(m -r - 1, 
m)*. The proof is remarkably simple, but seems to have been missed. 
It is clear, of course, that the code of the design is contained in the punctured 
Reed-Muller code. Extend the code of the design by an overall parity check; 
since extending the punctured code yields the Reed-Muller code, %(m - r - 1, 
m), the extended code of the design is contained in %(m -r - 1, m). 
Moreover, the extended code of the design is generated by the incidence vectors 
of the (r + 1)-dimensional subspaces of W. 
Since, for any vector space over F, the number of hyperplanes through a point 
is odd, every (r + 2)-dimensional subspace of W has an incidence vector that is 
the sum of all the incidence vectors of the (r + 1)-dimensional subspace of W has 
an incidence vector that is the sum of all the incidence vectors of the 
(r + 1)-dimensional subspaces it contains. A peculiarity of the binary field F is 
that an (r + 1)-flat consists of an (r + 2)-dimensional subspace with the points of 
an (r + 1)-dimensional subspace, the subspace of which it is a translate, removed. 
In other words, in the code of the design it is the sum of the incidence vectors of 
an (r + 2)-dimensional subspace and an (r + 1)-dimensional subspace. Thus all 
the (r + 1)-flats of W are in the extended code of the design and it is, therefore, 
S?(m - r - 1, m). We have proved the following. 
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Proposition 3. The binary code of the design of points and r-dimensional 
subspaces of PG,_l(F) is the punctured Reed-Muller code S(m - r - 1, m)*. 
Corollary 3. The dimension of the binary code of the design of points and 
r-dimensional subspaces of PG,_i(F) is (7) + (T) + . . . + (,,, _T_ 1). 
We next wish to determine the minimum weight and the minimum-weight 
vectors of the Reed-Muller and punctured Reed-Muller codes. In order to do so 
we first recall how to pass from the projective to the affine by suppressing a 
hyperplane, the ‘hyperplane at infinity’. In the binary case this passage is 
particularly transparent. 
Let W be the underlying (m + l)-dimensional vector space defining the 
m-dimensional projective space PG,(F) and let P be a hyperplane, i.e., an 
m-dimensional subspace of W. Now A = W - P is an m-flat of W giving rise to an 
affine geometry isomorphic to AG,(F). Further, W - (0) = (P - (0)) UA and 
the points of PG,(F) are those of P - {0}, i.e., PG,_l(F), together with those 
of A, i.e., AG,(F). Every r-dimensional subspace of PG,(F) either lies in 
P - (0) or else meets A in an r-flat of this affine space; moreover every r-flat of 
this affine space is so obtained. Thus, if C = %(m - r, m + l)* is the code of the 
design of points and r-dimensional subspaces of PG,(F), the projection of C 
onto the coordinate places corresponding to A is isomorphic to %?(m - r, m) and 
the kernel of this projection contains C(X) = S(m - r - 1, m)*, where X is the 
design of points and r-dimensional subspaces of the (m - l)-dimensional projec- 
tive space defined by P. But we know the dimensions of all three of these codes 
and, using the fact that ( m:‘) = (T) + (k’!! i) repeatedly, one has that 
dim C = dim C(X) + dim S(m - r, m). 
Hence the kernel of the projection is precisely C(X). We can also project C onto 
P - (0) and in this case the image of the projection is C(Z) = 9(m - r, m)* 
where 9 is the design of points and (r - 1)-dimensional subspaces of the 
projective space PG,_i(F). Observe that the kernel of this projection contains 
the differences (in this case the sum) of two parallel r-flats of the affine space 
given by A; since the sum of two parallel r-flats is an (r + l)-flat, the kernel 
contains %(m - r - 1, m). Once again a dimensional argument shows that this is 
the kernel. What we have shown is nicely expressed in the following. 
Theorem 3. Any embedding of PG,_,(F) in PG,(F) gives rise to the following 
two short exact sequences: 
O* C%(m -r - 1, m)*-+ %!(m - r, m + l)*-, S?(m -r, m)+O, 
O+%!(m-r-1,m)+~(m-r,m+1)*~~(m-r,m)*~O. 
Theorem 3 gives an explicit inductive representation of the Reed-Muller and 
punctured Reed-Muller codes and yields an inductive proof that the minimum 
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weights of these codes are the weights of the generating incidence vectors of the 
designs in question and that these incidence vectors comprise all the minimum- 
weight vectors: 
Corollary 4. The minimum weight of %(m - r, m) is 2’ and the minimum-weight 
vectors are the incidence vectors of the r-pats of AG,(F). The minimum weight of 
9(m - r, m)* is 2’ - 1 and the minimum-weight vectors are the incidence vectors 
of the (r - 1)-dimensional subspaces of PG,_i(F). 
Proof. Since we know that the incidence vectors of the r-flats are in S(m - r, m) 
we clearly have that its minimum weight is at most 2’ and, if we have equality, 
then the minimum weight of SB(m - r, m)* is clearly 2’- 1. Conversely, if the 
minimum weight of %?(m - r, m)* is 2’ - 1 then that of %!(m - r, m) is 2’ since it 
is obtained from %(m - r, m)* by an overall parity check. 
We employ the short exact sequences and induction on m and we use the 
notation of the proof of Theorem 3. For m = 1 the results are trivial. The 
inductive assumption is that the corollary is true for m and all r < m. Thus we are 
assuming that %(m - s, m) has minimum weight 2” whenever m - s s m and that 
%(m -s, m)* has minimum weight 2” - 1 whenever m -s <m and that the 
minimum-weight vectors are as announced. 
For r = 0 the affine result is trivia1 and this case does not occur for the 
punctured codes. So assume r > 0 and consider dimension m + 1. If r = m we 
have first-order Reed-Muller codes where the result is obvious-as we have 
already indicated-and hence we may assume that O< r < m. Now fix an 
embedding of PG,_I(F) in PG,(F) as in the proof of Theorem 3 and suppose u 
is a minimum-weight vector of the code C, i.e., of B(m - r, m + l)*. If v is zero 
at the coordinates corresponding to A, then v can be viewed in C(X) and hence, 
by the inductive assumption, has weight 2’+’ - 1 and is the incidence vector of an 
r-dimensional subspace of PG,_r(F) and hence of PG,(F). If v is zero at the 
coordinates corresponding to P - (0) then v can be viewed in %(m - r - 1, m) 
and, by the inductive assumption, its weight would be at least 2’+‘, an 
impossibility since the minimum weight is bounded above by 2’+’ - 1. We can 
therefore restrict ourselves to those minimum-weight vectors neither of whose 
projections are the zero vector. Thus the weight of v, by induction, is at least 
2’-1+2’=2’+i - 1 and, moreover, such a vector, of weight 2’+* - 1, when 
restricted to P - (0) is the incidence vector of an (r - I)-dimensional subspace of 
the embedded projective space. To show that v is the incidence vector of an 
r-dimensional subspace of PG,(F) we construct an (r + 1)-dimensional subspace 
of W, S say, whose incidence vector us agrees with v on P - (0) and has at least 
one 1 in common with v on A, an easy matter: take S to be the subspace 
generated by the support of v on P - (0) and one of the vectors in the support of 
v on A. Then the weight of v - us is easily seen to be less than 2’+’ - 1 and hence 
v = vs. This gives the projective result for projective dimension m from which the 
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affine result for dimension m + 1 follows since the Reed-Muller codes are 
invariant under translation in V-as we remarked in the footnote of the previous 
section-which means it is sufficient to consider only those minimum-weight 
vectors of the Reed-Muller code with a 1 at 0. 0 
These proofs generalize to arbitrary finite fields and considerably simplify the 
discussion of the relationship of generalized Reed-Muller codes to the codes of 
the corresponding projective designs. For this case the reader should consult [l, 
Chapter 51. 
Finally it should be noted that the code of the projeective geometry design is 
cyclic and hence so are the punctured Reed-Muller codes--which implies that the 
Reed-Muller codes are extended cyclic codes. The cyclicity of the codes of 
projective geometry designs is due to the existence of Singer cycles and not 
dependent on the field being binary. 
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